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Abstract

First-principles electronic structure studies based on local spin density functional theory and performed on extremely
complex simulations of ever increasingly realistic systems, play a very important role in explaining and predicting surface
and interface magnetism. This review deals with what is a major issue for "rst-principles theory, namely the theoret-
ical/computational treatment of the weak spin}orbit coupling in magnetic transition metals and their alloys and its
important physical consequences: magneto-crystalline anisotropy, magnetostriction, magneto-optical Kerr e!ects and
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism. As is demonstrated, extensive "rst-principles calculations and model analyses now
provide simple physical insights and guidelines to search for new magnetic recording and sensor materials. ( 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

State-of-the-art ab initio density functional elec-
tronic structure calculations have achieved great
success in the exciting "eld of thin "lm magnetism,
in both explaining existing phenomena and, more
importantly, in predicting the properties of new
systems [1]. The prediction of enhanced magnetic
moments with lowered coordination number at
clean metal surfaces and interfaces has stimulated
theoretical and experimental investigations for new

magnetic systems and phenomena in man-made
transition metal thin "lms, which has accompanied
the renaissance of magnetism in the last decade.
Many nonmagnetic materials (V, Rh, Ru and Pd)
show magnetization on inert substrates [2}6]. The
giant magneto-resistance in spin valves and other
magnetic multilayers has already had a major im-
pact on the magnetic recording industry [7}10].

In the relatively few years since the publication of
the 100th volume of Journal of Magnetism and
Magnetic Materials, signi"cant progress has been
made for the treatment of the weak spin}orbit
coupling (SOC) in magnetic transition metal sys-
tems, using modern "rst-principles electronic
structure methods, especially the highly precise full
potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW)
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approach [11,12]: Very reliable results for the mag-
neto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA) energies, E

MCA
,

can now be obtained for most magnetic thin "lms (a
few tenths meV/atom), and even for magnetic cubic
bulk materials (a few leV/atom). This enables us to
solve a long-standing problem } the "rst-principles
determination of the magnetostrictive coe$cients
in bulk transition metals, and their alloys and com-
pounds with rare-earth metals. Using linear re-
sponse theory, magneto-optical properties such as
the magneto-optical Kerr e!ect (MOKE) and soft
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) can now
be determined.

The aim of the present review is to provide some
examples of our recent theoretical/computational
developments and their applications in this exciting
area using the expanded capabilities and new func-
tionalities of the FLAPW method } including high-
ly precise atomic forces and generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) corrections to the local den-
sity approximation (LDA). The results presented
here indicate that high-quality ab initio calcu-
lations of magnetic systems can achieve high
accuracy and precision even for a wide range of
SOC-induced magnetic properties of transition
metal and rare-earth metal systems. The new level
of performance and the capability of modern com-
putational simulations can help to alleviate the use
of many expensive experimental procedures, and
can gradually build e!ective tools to help in the
search for new magnetic materials.

2. Magneto-crystalline anisotropy

As suggested by NeH el [13], the lack of neighbors
and the lowered symmetry at a surface or interface
can give rise to the so-called magnetocrystalline
surface anisotropy. The anisotropy energy at a
surface or interface may reach as much as
10~3 eV/atom, which is two to three orders of mag-
nitude larger than bulk values. Thus, the demag-
netizing energy can be overcome in ultra-thin "lms,
which leads to the spectacular result of spontan-
eous perpendicular magnetization, as observed ex-
perimentally in many cases [14]. As proposed by
van Vleck [15] more than 60 years ago, the mag-
netic anisotropy originates mainly from the SOC

interaction among d-states. The SOC Hamiltonian,
H 40#"mp )L (here p and L are spin and orbital
angular momentum operators, respectively), how-
ever, is very weak compared to the crystal-"eld
e!ects. Thus, it has been very di$cult to determine
E
MCA

from "rst-principles calculations, which usu-
ally require a large number of k-points and accu-
rate band structures.

Brooks [16], and later Fletcher [17], used an
itinerant-electron model to explain the magnetic
anisotropy and the quenching of orbital angular
momentum in cubic crystals by treating SOC as
a perturbation (fourth order for cubic lattices). Be-
cause of a rather crude approximation and inaccur-
ate knowledge of the band structure, these authors
obtained only a reasonable order of magnitude.
Later, Bruno [18] extended this treatment to in-
clude the orbital moment (which is largely quen-
ched in transition metals) with the aim of providing
qualitative trends. The calculated anisotropy en-
ergy, which has a strong connection to the orbital
magnetic moment (0.1}0.3 l

B
), depends sensitively

on the crystal "eld and other parameters [19].
Pioneering "rst-principles calculations of E

MCA
were carried out by Gay et al. for ferromagnetic Fe,
Co, Ni and V monolayers, and thicker Fe slabs and
Fe/Ag(0 0 1) [20,21] by incorporating HSOC as
a perturbation. In most of ab initio calculations, the
MCA force theorem [22}24],

E
MCA

"E(P)!E(C)"+
0##{

e
i
(P)!+

0##A
e
i
(C)

#O(don) (1)

has been adopted for the determination of E
MCA

.
Here e

i
stands for the band energy of the ith state

and the arrows in the parentheses denote the direc-
tions of magnetization. Strong numerical uncer-
tainties have been inherent in most previous ab
initio MCA calculations because the sets of occu-
pied states, i.e., Mocc@N and Mocc@@N, were determined
through the Fermi "lling scheme which relies on
the very limited information from the eigenvalues,
e
i
. One had to use a huge number of k-points

('10 000 in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone
for thin "lms) to obtain reliable E

MCA
values and

thus only few systems (e.g., free monolayer or
simple alloys) can be treated.
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Fig. 1. The calculated E
MCA

of a free Ni(0 0 1) monolayer
(a"4.83 a.u.) versus the band "lling (i.e., the number of valence
electrons). The thin solid (dashed) line is obtained from torque
(energy di!erence) calculations with the state-tracking method.
The bold solid line is obtained from torque with the Fermi "lling
approach.

2.1. The state-tracking and torque approaches

We proposed a simple solution for this problem
by using the state-tracking (ST) approach in which
the Mocc@N and Mocc@@N states are determined accord-
ing to their projections back to the occupied set of
unperturbed states [25,26]. Since this procedure
ensures the minimum change in the charge and spin
densities, as required by the force theorem, and
excludes possible randomness in the Brillouin zone
(tracking at a given k-point), very stable MCA
results have been obtained with a relatively small
number of k-points for magnetic thin "lms such as
Fe, Co and Ni monolayers in the free standing case
as well as on various substrates (Cu and Pd, etc).

More recently, we proposed a torque (TQ)
method which can further depress the remaining
uncertainties resulting from the SOC interaction
between near-degenerate states around the Fermi
level (the so-called surface pair coupling) [27]. To
demonstrate the idea of the torque method, recall
that the total energy of an uniaxial system can be
well approximated in the form

E"E
0
#K

2
sin2 h#K

4
sin4 h. (2)

Its angular derivative (torque) is thus

¹"dE/dh"sin(2h)[K
2
#2K

4
sin2 h], (3)

where h is the angle between the normal axis and
the direction of magnetization. If we apply the
Feynman}Hellman theorem, E

MCA
can be evalu-

ated "nally (note that only H40#"mp )L depends on
h in the Hamiltonian) as

E
MCA

"+
0##

(W@
i
DLH/LhDW@

i
'Dh/450

"+
0##

(W@
i
DLH40#/LhDW@

i
'Dh/450, (4)

where W@
i
is the ith perturbed wave function.

Test calculations for many 3d thin "lm systems
indicate that the MCA energies obtained through
E
MCA

"E(h"900)!E(h"00) or through Eq. (4)
with state tracking for the band "lling are very
close to each other (cf. the two thin lines in Fig. 1 for
the Ni monolayer with a"4.83 a.u.). The advant-
age of the torque method is obvious since E

MCA
is

expressed as the expectation value of the angular

derivative of H40# and thus it is much more insensi-
tive to distortions of the Fermi surface and only one
Fermi surface needs to be determined. In fact, the
MCA energies determined through the torque ap-
proach with blind Fermi "lling (the Torque-FF
result for the Ni monolayer is shown as the bold
line in Fig. 1) is also very close to those obtained
from the state-tracking approach. Since the
Torque-FF approach allows relaxation of Fermi
surfaces, it is used for the determination of E

MCA
below.

Very stable results of E
MCA

can be obtained
through the state-tracking and torque approaches
with a reasonable number of k-points (about 200 in
the 2D BZ for thin "lms). This allows us to (1) make
explanations and prediction for many magnetic
thin "lms of practical importance; (2) provide phys-
ical insights for E

MCA
from the most fundamental

level (e.g., band structure, wave functions and
ligand interaction), which was thought to be ex-
tremely complex.

2.2. Fe, Co and No monolayers

As the simplest magnetic systems, free stand-
ing Fe, Co and Ni monolayers have been studied
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Table 1
The calculated spin (M

S
, in l

B
) and orbital (M

L
, in l

B
)

magnetic moments, the anisotropy of orbital moment (*
M

L
"S¸

z
T!S¸

x
T, in l

B
), and the MCA energies (E

MCA
, in

meV/atom) for Fe, Co and Ni monolayers in a square lattice
matching the Cu(0 0 1) surface.

System Method M
S

M
L

*M
L

E
MCA

Fe(0 0 1) FLAPW-GGA 3.04 0.089 0.006 #0.50
FLAPW-LDA 3.00 0.097 !0.011 #0.21

Co(0 0 1) FLAPW-GGA 2.12 0.236 !0.096 !1.49
FLAPW-LDA 2.09 0.248 !0.102 !1.42

Ni(0 0 1) FLAPW-GGA 1.03 0.185 !0.057 !0.77
FLAPW-LDA 1.00 0.228 !0.098 !1.64

Fig. 2. The LDA band structure (thin lines) and the distribution
of E

MCA
(bold dashed line) along the high-symmetry directions in

the 2D BZ for Fe, Co and Ni monolayers in a square lattice
(a"4.83 a.u.). In the panel for Ni, the GGA results are given as
dotted lines.

extensively. For example, their calculated E
MCA

in
a square lattice matching the Cu(0 0 1) surface are
listed in Table 1. As seen from Fig. 1, the calculated
E
MCA

results are very smooth with respect to the
change of band "lling (which shows the dependence
on occupation number), with either the state-track-
ing or the torque approach. The data in Table
1 were obtained through Torque-FF calculations
with 210 k-points in the two-dimensional irredu-
cible Brillouin zone (BZ).

In their pioneering calculation, Gay and Richter
[20,21] obtained E

MCA
"0.61 meV for the Fe

monolayer with the linear combination of atomic
orbitals method and 14 400 k-points in the BZ.
Using only 15 k-points for the charge density con-
vergence and 66 k-points for the determination of
the MCA energy, the state-tracking approach gave
0.42 meV [28] and !1.35 meV [29] of the MCA
energy for the Fe and Co monolayers, respectively.
Recent tight binding calculations with parameters
obtained by a "t to "rst-principles calculations for
Fe and Ni monolayers (rather than their bulks) also
got reasonable results (0.17 meV for Fe monolayer
and !0.12 for Ni monolayer) [30]. Obviously,
E
MCA

for a given system is sensitive to the treatment
of HSOC, the number of k-points and the accuracy of
the band structure and wave functions in di!erent
approaches.

As described above, the behavior of MCA for
transition metal thin "lms can now be related to
more fundamental properties such as band struc-
tures and wave functions. This enables us to ex-

plore the underlying physics and, furthermore, to
"gure out a way to tune the MCA for transition
metal systems. The k-distributions of the MCA
energies and their band structures of Fe, Co and Ni
monolayers are plotted in Fig. 2 along the high-
symmetry directions in the 2D BZ. Clearly, major
E
MCA

changes happen only when bands cross the
Fermi level. Note that SOC interaction between
states with the same (di!erent) magnetic quantum
number(s), m, is through the ¸

z
(¸

x
) operator

and thus gives a positive (negative) contribution
to E

MCA
.

For the Fe monolayer, the SOC interaction be-
tween the occupied d

z
2 state (at !0.3 eV) and the

unoccupied d
xz,yz

states (at 1.3 eV) results in a nega-
tive E

MCA
(in-plane anisotropy) in the vicinity

around the CM . When the d
z
2 state becomes unoc-

cupied at 1
4
(CM !MM ), the SOC interactions between
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1For systems with a fourfold symmetry with respect to
the surface normal, their magnetic anisotropy energies, E

MCA
,

can be expressed in the lowest nonvanishing order of the
polar and azimuth angles (h and /) as E

MCA
"

K
1

sin2 h#K
2

sin2 (2/) sin4 h, where K
1

and K
2

are coe$-
cients of the leading uniaxial and in-plane contributions, respec-
tively.

the d
x
2~y

2 and d
xy

(m"2) states and between the
d
xz`yz

and d
xz~yz

(m"1) states make positive con-
tributions to the MCA energy in most of the BZ.
Around MM , the d

(xBy)z
states lie below E

F
; the

d
x
2~y

2 and d
xy

states are far apart from each other
(by 4.5 eV), and the contribution from the SOC
interaction between the d

z
2 (at 1.1 eV) and the

d
xz,yz

(at !0.1 eV) states prevails again } which
leads to a negative MCA energy contribution.

For the Co monolayer, the situation is very sim-
ilar except that the area around MM with negative
MCA energy is enlarged signi"cantly due to a shift
of E

F
. The intensity of the MCA energy distribution

is also strongly enhanced (by a factor of two)
since (1) the strength of the SOC in Co atoms
(m

C0
"40 meV) is much larger than that for Fe

atoms (m
F%
"32 meV) and (2) the d-band of Co is

about 15}20% narrower than that of Fe. As a re-
sult, the Co monolayer has a large negative MCA
energy (!1.4 meV/atom). The di!erent sign of
MCA energies for Fe and Co monolayers is prim-
arily due to their di!erent band "llings.

The situation for Ni is quite di!erent. The
d
z
2 band is fully occupied in the whole BZ and the

vicinity around MM contributes a positive MCA
energy. The large negative MCA energy for the Ni
monolayer results mainly from the SOC interaction
between the occupied d

xy
and d

z
2 states and the

unoccupied d
xz

state along the CM !XM axis.
Although the GGA [31,32] and LDA [33] for-

mulas for the exchange-correlation energy/poten-
tial give very close spin magnetic moments for all
the three systems, they yield signi"cantly di!erent
E
MCA

results, especially for Ni. For example, as seen
in the band structures of the Ni monolayer in Fig. 2,
the gradient corrections (dotted lines) appear to
shift down the d

z
2 (by 0.2 eV) and d

x
2~y

2 and d
xy

(by
0.05}0.1 eV), while shifting the d

xz,yz
states up (by

0.05}0.1 eV). This enlarges the energy separation
between the d

xy
and d

xz
states and thus reduces the

SOC interaction between them. As a result,
the GGA gives a much smaller value of E

MCA
than

does LDA.

2.3. Magnetic overlayers

The determination of E
MCA

in various transition
metal ultra-thin "lms has attracted extensive atten-

tion in the last decade [34}39]. Since the perpen-
dicular magnetic anisotropy is an important feature
for technological applications such as magneto-
optical recording [40], it is thus crucial to under-
stand its mechanism. Experimentally, for example,
the in-plane easy axis of Co "lms on Cu(0 0 1),
Cu(1 1 0) and Cu(1 1 1) can be turned to the per-
pendicular direction when they are capped by a few
monolayers of nonmagnetic atoms such as Cu, Pd,
Ag or Au [35,36]. Weber et al. reported that the
magnetic anisotropy of a Co thin "lm is in#uenced
by the nonmagnetic vacuum/Cu interface even
when it is displaced by as much as 16 atomic
monolayers from the Co layers [38]. Hope et al.
found that a submonolayer Cu coverage can
completely reverse the in-plane easy axis when
depositing Cu overlayers onto the CO gas dosed
Co/Cu(1 1 0) surface [39].

The MCA energies for most systems with lower
than cubic symmetry can now be determined quite
satisfactorily using various "rst-principles ap-
proaches. To optimize the atomic structures, how-
ever, the GGA improves the calculation since
LDA is known to signi"cantly underestimate the
lattice constants of 3d transition metals. For
example, with the in-plane lattice constant "xed
(a"4.83 a.u.), the optimized Co}Cu interlayer dis-
tance in Co/Cu(0 0 1) and Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) is 3.44
a.u. from GGA calculations [41], but it is only
3.08}3.11 a.u. if the LDA is adopted [42}45]. The
large di!erence in atomic arrangement may
strongly a!ect all the magnetic properties such as
magnetic moments, magnetic ordering and MCA
energies.

In Fig. 3, the calculated values of both uniaxial
(K

1
) and in-plane (K

2
) coe$cients for Co/Cu(0 0 1),

Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1), and 2Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) are given
versus a range of their numbers of assumed valence
electrons (i.e., band "lling).1 Interestingly, the cal-
culated K

1
changes drastically, from !0.59 meV
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Fig. 3. The E
MCA

coe$cients for the Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) systems
versus their band "llings.

per Co atom for Co/Cu(0 0 1) to #0.54 meV per
Co atom for Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) and, "nally, to
0.21 meV per Co atom for 2Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1). These
results agree with the experimental observations by
Krams et al. [35] for Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) and by Engel
et al. [36] for Co "lms in other structures,
in that the nonmagnetic Cu coverage alters the
direction of the Co magnetization from in-plane to
perpendicular.

Physically, proximity e!ects of the Cu substrate
split the Co-d

xz,yz
states (cf. Fig. 2) in the low-

energy region and enlarge the energy separation
between the occupied Co-d

xz,yz
states and the unoc-

cupied d
z
2 state around MM . As a result, the negative

MCA energy of Co/Cu(0 0 1) is reduced in magni-
tude (to !0.61 meV/atom) compared to that for
a free Co monolayer (1.42 meV/atom). The addi-
tional Cu cap layer enhances the Co/Cu interfacial
hybridization (with two interfaces) and thus further

weakens the SOC interaction between the Co-d
xz,yz

and Co-d
z
2 states. The positive contribution to the

MCA energy "nally prevails in Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1)
and thus the easy axis of the Co magnetization
turns to the perpendicular direction. The second
Cu cap layer in 2Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1), however, in-
directly reduces the Co}Cu interfacial hybridiza-
tion by broadening and shifting the d-band of the
"rst Cu cap layer to the low-energy region. Sub-
sequently, the positive E

MCA
of 2Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1)

decreases somewhat from that of Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1)
to 0.21 meV per Co.

A simple e!ective ligand interaction model
(ELIM) was developed by Wang et al. [46] to
explain e!ects of interfacial hybridization on the
uniaxial E

MCA
for Cu/Co/Cu surfaces and multi-

layers. Based on the tight-binding analyses, the
E
MCA

was found to depend on the ratio of vertical
and in-plane d-band hybridization. For Co, stron-
ger vertical bonds lead to perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy.

Consistent with experiments [35], the calculated
values of K

2
are positive for Co/Cu(0 0 1) (6 leV)

and Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) (11 leV), indicating that the
easy axis is along the (1 1 0) direction in the cubic
unit cell (see foot note 1). In 2Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1),
K

2
changes to negative (!1 leV) demonstrating

that the in-plane MCA energy is very sensitive to
the environment, even to changes in the second
nearest neighbors. Krams et al. [35] found the
K

2
coe$cient to be almost independent of the Cu

coverage, but more recent experiments by Weber
and Hope et al. [38,39] observed signi"cant
changes in K

2
with Cu coverage, even when it is as

thick as 16 monolayers.
Table 2 gives the calculated and measured

E
MCA

for several selected magnetic thin "lms. Using
the state-tracking approach and an unrelaxed
atomic structure (UR), Wang et al. [46] obtained
MCA energies of !1.35, !0.38 and !0.01 meV
for Co monolayer, Co/Cu(0 0 1) and the Cu/Co/Cu
sandwich. By including the SOC Hamiltonian into
the self-consistent iterations for one direction of
magnetization, and using the force theorem for
rotation to determine E

MCA
, Shick et al. [44,45]

obtained E
MCA

"!0.395 meV for Co/Cu(0 0 1)
and E

MCA
"!0.70 meV for Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) with

a fully relaxed structure through FLAPW-LDA
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Table 2
Calculated MCA energies for selected transition magnetic thin
"lms

System Method E
MCA

Co/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR [46] !0.38
FLAPW-LDA-SC-RL [44,45] !0.36
FLAPW-LDA-ST-RL [42,43] !0.09
FLAPW-GGA-TQ-RL [41] !0.61
SKKR-LDA-UR [47] !0.38
Experiment [35] !0.37

Cu/Co/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR [46] !0.01
FLAPW-GGA-TQ-RL [41] #0.54
SKKR-LDA-UR [48] #0.85
Experiment [35] #0.1

Co/Cu(1 1 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-RL [48] !0.30
Co/Pd(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-RL [76] !0.91
Co/Pd(1 1 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-RL [76] #0.25
Pd/Co/Pd(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR [118] #0.56
Ni/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR !0.69
2Ni/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR #0.33
3Ni/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR #0.08
4Ni/Cu(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA-ST-UR !0.06
Cu/Fe/Cu(0 0 1) SKKR-LDA [119] !0.41

LMTO-LDA [120,121] !0.43
Fe/Au(0 0 1) FLAPW-LDA [122] #0.57

SKKR-LDA [123] #0.56

calculations. In Co/Cu(0 0 1), the SOC in Cu
atoms is found to give an opposite contribution
(0.045 meV) to E

MCA
than does that in Co

(!0.440 meV). In recent model calculations,
Szunyogh et al. [47] studied the e!ects of di!erent
caps and identi"ed a correlation of E

MCA
with some

features in the electronic properties of the Co and
the cap layers. Zhong et al. [48] and Kim et al. [49]
also studied the e!ects of the Cu cap layers on the
E
MCA

of Co/Cu(1 1 1) and Co/Cu(1 1 0). Similar to
the Co/Cu(0 0 1) case, E

MCA
is !0.30, #0.30 and

!0.02 meV for Co/Cu(1 1 1), Cu/Co/Cu(1 1 1) and
2Cu/Co/Cu(1 1 1), respectively [48].

Very recently, the symmetry induced E
MCA

in
striped magnetic "lms or vicinal magnetic surfaces
has attracted great attention. A striking sensitivity
of the easy magnetization axis was found in epi-
taxial stepped Co "lms with changes of step density
and cap (Cu) coverage [50,51]. Zhong et al. carried
out model FLAPW-ST calculations for ultrathin
striped Co "lms, with and without Cu decoration
[52], and found a 903 in-plane spin reorientation by

the Co decoration. A useful expression of E
MCA

ver-
sus the vicinal angle was recently developed by
Shick et al. [53] based on NeH el's model and dis-
cussed by Kawakami et al. [54}56] with experi-
mental data for various stepped surfaces.

2.4. Cubic magnetic bulks

The "rst-principles determination of E
MCA

in
cubic bulk magnetic Fe, Co and Ni is one of the
longest standing challenging problems in conden-
sed matter physics. Due to the high symmetry,
E
MCA

in these cubic systems is extremely small
} only about 1 leV/atom. Quantitatively, such
a scale of energy di!erence is very close to or
beyond the limit of precision of total energy calcu-
lations for most approaches. Early calculations
with the force theorem repeatedly gave the wrong
sign for either Fe or Ni (or both). Using the
LMTO-ASA approach, Daalderop et al. [57] ob-
tained the right magnitude of E

MCA
, but the wrong

easy axis for HCP Co and FCC Ni. Guo et al. [58]
and Strange et al. [59] also obtained the wrong
easy axis or wrong magnitude for bulk Fe and Ni in
their LMTO and KKR calculations. Based on the
full potential LMTO method, Trygg et al. [60]
treated the SOC Hamiltonian self-consistently but
obtained (with spd-basis functions) almost the same
results as Daaderop et al. The accuracy of total
energy calculations was re-examined by Halilov
et al. [61], also using the LMTO-ASA method with
combined corrections. They obtained the correct
easy axis for all three metals through total energy
calculations with a larger set of k-points. Beiden
et al. [62] implemented a real-space locally self-
consistent multiple scattering method. Again, they
obtained the wrong easy axis for Ni and oscillatory
results for HCP Co.

We extended the torque method for the deter-
mination of E

MCA
in cubic crystals, where the total

energy can be well approximated in the form

E"E
o
#K

1
(a2

1
a2
2
#a2

1
a2
3
#a2

2
a2
3
)#K

2
a2
1
a2
2
a2
3
.

(5)

Here a
1
, a

2
and a

3
are directional cosines referred

to the cubic edges along the x, y and z axes. Clearly,
the E

MCA
can be evaluated from the coe$cients of
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Fig. 4. The E
MCA

coe$cients of BCC bulk Fe (a"5.41 a.u.) and
FCC bulk Ni (a"6.66 a.u.) versus their band "llings.

K
1

and K
2

as

E
111

!E
001

"

K
1

3
#

K
2

27
, E

110
!E

001
"

K
1

4
.

(6)

As in Eq. (3) for thin "lms, the torque here, ¹(h), is
de"ned as the derivative of the total energy with
respect to the polar angle away from the z-axis
(denoted as h below). To determine the values of
K

1
and K

2
, we focus on two special cases: (1) for

a
2
"0(a2

1
"1!a2

3
), we have

¹
1
(h),

dE(h)

dh
D
(/00"

K
1

2
sin(4h) (7)

and (2) for a
1
"a

2
(a2

1
"a2

2
"(1!a2

3
)/2)

¹
2
(h),

dE(h)

dh
D
(/450"¹

1
(h)#

sin(2h)sin2(h)

4

][2K
1
#K

2
(3 cos2 h!1)], (8)

where / denotes the azimuzal angle in the xy plane.
We have

¹
1
(h"22.50)"K

1
/2, ¹

2
(h"450)

"(2K
1
#K

2
/2)/8 (9)

and "nally the MAE coe$cients K
1

and K
2

can be
evaluated very e$ciently through

K
1
"2¹

1
(h"22.50), K

2
"16¹

2
(h"450)!4K

1
.

(10)

The calculated K
1

and K
2

for BCC Fe with the
FLAPW-GGA-TQ approach are given in Fig. 4.
While K

1
is found to be still oscillatory but stable

in sign with 70]70]70 k-points in the full BZ for
the cubic cell (with two atoms), K

2
changes its sign

very rapidly. It appears that more k-points are
needed to get a converged result for K

2
. Fortunate-

ly, K
2

remains very small and does not a!ect the
anisotropy energy too much (cf., the 1

27
scaling

factor in Eq. (6) for E
111

!E
001

). The calculated
E
MCA

(E
111

!E
001

) for BCC bulk Fe is 0.9 (0.7)
leV/atom with GGA (LDA) formula (the (0 0 1)
direction is the easy axis). The LDA value is very
close to the results obtained by Daalderop et al.
(0.5 leV/atom, with the force theorem) [57], Trygg
et al. (0.5 leV/atom, with total energy) [68] and
Beiden et al. (0.78 leV/atom, with a real space

approach). The discrepancy between theory
(0.5}0.9 leV/atom) and experiment (1.4 leV/atom)
appears not to be due to numerical problems, but
to other physical reasons such as possible orbital
polarization [60,63,64].

For FCC Co and Ni, the calculated E
MCA

results
with the FLAPW-TQ approach are also very close
to those obtained in previous density functional
calculations. With 50]50]50 k-points in the full
BZ for the cubic cell (with four atoms), the correct
easy axis is obtained for Co, but not for Ni. In
addition, the theoretical E

MCA
results are much

smaller in magnitude than the experimental data.
The failure of the density functional description for
E
MCA

in bulk FCC Ni appears to be mainly due to
s}d charge transfer. Note that with a"6.66 a.u.,
the calculated spin magnetic moments of Ni are
0.62 and 0.67 l

B
with LDA and GGA, respectively.

These values are markedly larger than the experi-
mental result, 0.57 l

B
. Since the spin magnetic
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Table 3
Calculated equilibrium lattice constants a (in a.u.), Poisson's
ratio (p), spin and orbital magnetic moments (M

S
and M

L
, in l

B
),

E
111

!E
001

(E
MCA

, determined with the experimental lattice
constants, in leV) and magnetostriction coe$cients (in 10~6)
obtained with LDA and GGA corrections

a p M
S

M
L

E
MCA

j
001

BCC Fe
LDA 5.20 !0.409 2.05 0.048 0.7 52
GGA 5.37 !0.486 2.17 0.045 0.9 29
EXP 5.41 !0.368 2.22 0.08 1.4 21

FCC Co
LDA 6.48 !0.374 1.59 0.076 * 92
GGA 6.67 !0.396 1.66 0.073 !0.6 56
EXP 6.70 * 1.72 * !1.8 79

FCC Ni
LDA 6.46 !0.332 0.62 0.049 0.7 !63
GGA 6.64 !0.376 0.66 0.050 0.8 !56
EXP 6.66 !0.376 0.57 0.05 !2.7 !49

moment in Ni is almost equal to the number of
holes in its minority spin d-band, this discrepancy
indicates that the Ni-d band has about 0.05}0.10
fewer electrons than what it should have. Such an
error in band "lling is enough to change the sign of
E
MCA

. As shown in Fig. 4, K
1

and K
2

could become
negative by moving only 0.03 electrons from the Ni
s-band to its d-band.

3. Magnetostriction

3.1. General equations

In general, the size of the magneto-elastic strain
induced by rotation of the magnetization depends
on the directions of the measured strain and of the
spin moment with respect to the crystalline axes of
the material. For a cubic material, the directional
dependence of the fractional change in length can
be expressed in terms of the direction cosines of the
magnetization (a

i
) and of the strain measurement

direction (b
i
) with respect to the crystalline

axes [65]:

*l

l
0

"

3

2
j
001C

3
+
i/1

a2
i
b2
i
!

1

3D#3j
111

3
+
iEj

a
i
a
j
b
i
b
j
. (11)

If the measurement is carried out along the (0 0 1)
direction for example, b

x
"b

y
"0 and b

z
"1, then

Eq. (11) can be simpli"ed as *l
l0
"3

2
j
001Ca2z!1

3D or

further, for systems with a single domain

j
001

"

2

3

l
0
(a

z
"1)!l

0
(a

z
"0)

l
0
(a

z
"1)

. (12)

Clearly, j
001

represents the change in length along
(0 0 1) when the magnetization turns from the x, y
plane to the z direction.

The equilibrium length along the z direction, l
0
,

can be obtained by "tting the calculated total en-
ergy as a quadratic function of l:

E(a
z
"1)"al2#bl#c, E(a

z
"0)"E(a

z
"1)

#E
MCA

(l) (13)

and so

j
001

"!2E@
MCA

/3b. (14)

Here E@
MCA

"dE
MCA

/dl, which is much smaller than
the value of b. Note that b is always negative (since
both a and l

0
are positive), and thus j and

E@
MCA

have the same sign.

3.2. Cubic magnetic bulks

As an important benchmark test, the magneto-
striction coe$cients of cubic bulk magnetic
transition metals are studied "rst. The calculated
MCA energy is found to be a smooth monotonic
function of the vertical strain. The slope of
E
MCA

and thus the magnetostrictive coe$cient
(j

001
) are positive for Fe and Co but negative for

Ni. This means that bulk Fe and Co (Ni) stretch
(shrink) along the direction of magnetization,
a conclusion that agrees well with experiment.

Quantitatively, the value of j
001

depends sensi-
tively on the distortion mode (i.e., Poisson's ratio).
As listed in Table 3, the value of Poisson's ratio for
Fe, Co and Ni optimized through total energy
minimization is about 0.40, which is very close to
that obtained using the measured elastic sti!ness
constants (p"!c

12
/(c

11
#c

12
)) for bulk Fe and

Ni (0.37}0.38). As a result, satisfactory quantitative
agreement is achieved for j

001
between our (zero

temperature) theory and experiment.
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2Note that the spin dipolar term, S¹
z
T, is quite large in FeNi

and CoNi alloys and so one must take this into account when
using the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) sum rules to
determine the spin magnetic moments for these systems.

The theoretical result can be further improved by
using the GGA [31,32]. As seen in Table 3, LDA
leads to a 3% underestimation for the lattice con-
stant and a more substantial di!erence for the spin
magnetic moments at the equilibrium geometry.
With GGA, most of the calculated values of the
various magnetic properties are closer to experi-
ment, especially for Fe in which the number of
holes with majority spin is very sensitive to the
change of environment.

The inverse e!ect of magnetostriction is strain-
induced uniaxial E

MCA
in thick epitaxial magnetic

"lms. This e!ect is believed to play a key role for
the spin reorientation of Ni/Cu(0 0 1) when the Ni
"lm becomes thicker than 7 layers [66]. We cal-
culated the volume contribution to the MCA ener-
gies of Ni "lms from FCT bulk Ni with the "xed
lateral lattice constant of the Cu(0 0 1) substrate
(a"6.831 a.u.) [67]. The E

MCA
is found to be a lin-

ear function of the lattice distortion along the
c-axis. When the measured length of the c-axis
(l"6.43 a.u.) is adopted, the calculated MCA
energy is #65 leV/atom. This result agrees
vary well with experiment, which gave E

MCA
"

#70 leV/atom extrapolated to zero temperature
[68,69].

Using the FLMTO approach, Hjortstam et al.
[70] obtained a value of 60 leV/atom for the
strain-induced E

MCA
. More recent FLAPW calcu-

lations by Shick et al. (by treating SOC self-consis-
tently for one spin direction and using the
force theorem for rotation) obtained E

MCA
"

57 leV/atom for FCT Ni [53]. If the surface/inter-
face contributions to E

MCA
is taken from

Ni/Cu(0 0 1) in Table 2 (!690 leV/atom), one
may conclude that the in-plane to perpendicular
spin-reorientation transition occurs at a thickness
of 10}11 Ni-layers, a result which agrees reasonably
with experiment (7 Ni-layers) [68,69].

If the orbital polarization is included, Hjortstam
et al. [70] obtained E

MCA
"140 leV/atom for FCT

Ni. They also gave a very large magnetostrictive
coe$cients for FCT Ni, j

001
"!270]10~6 and

j
111

"!107]10~6, which are almost three times
larger in magnitude than experiment [71}73],
j
001

"!71]10~6 and j
111

"!39]10~6.
Thus, it appears that the orbital polarization term,
while improving the calculated orbital magnetic

moments, overcorrects the SOC far too much for
the determination of E

MCA
. By contrast, our

recent FLAPW-GGA-SOC calculations obtained
j
001

"!71]10~6 and an equilibrium length of
the c-axis of l

0
"6.43 a.u.; both results are in excel-

lent agreement with experiment.

3.3. Fe, Co and Ni alloys

Ni
x
Fe

1~x
and Ni

x
Co

1~x
magnetic alloys are

widely used in magnetic recording technology and
invar materials. Despite the fact that their magnetic
properties are being studied in great detail both
experimentally and phenomenologically [74], there
is no microscopic theoretical description of the
magnetic anisotropy and magnetostriction for
these systems. We carried out a series of investiga-
tions for the magnetostriction in FeNi and CoNi
alloys through FLAPW-GGA calculations.

As listed in Table 4, the optimized lattice con-
stants, elastic constants and magnetic properties
agree very well with experiment [75]. Both the
FeNi

3
and CoNi

3
alloys have the cubic ¸1

2
struc-

ture and a very small E
MCA

(since the x and z axis
are identical). By contrast, the cubic symmetry is
broken in the FeNi and CoNi alloys, which thus
have a uniaxial E

MCA
as large as 63 and

143 leV/cell, respectively. FeNi adopts the cubic
¸1

0
geometry, while the c-axis of CoNi is 2.4%

bigger than its a-axis. The calculated spin magnetic
moments of Fe, Co and Ni atoms are very close to
the corresponding experimental data.2

To calculate the magnetostrictive coe$cients, the
length of the c-axis is used as a parameter. The
E
MCA

appears to be a smooth function of the lattice
strain for each system studied. For instance, the
calculated total energy and MCA energy for FeNi

3
are plotted in Fig. 5 versus the lattice distortion
along the z-axis (c

0
is 6.66 a.u.; the minimum-

energy distortion mode is adopted here [76]). The
calculated magnetostrictive coe$cient from the
curvature of the total energy curve and the slope of
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Table 4
Calculated lattice constants a (in plane, in a.u.) and c (along z in a.u.), magnetic moments (M, in l

B
), the Poisson ratio (p), magneto-

crystalline anisotropy energy (E
MCA

, in leV/cell) and magnetostriction coe$cient (j
0 0 1

, in 10~6). The corresponding experimental data
are given in parentheses

FeNi FeNi
3

CoNi CoNi
3

a 6.76(6.76) 6.70(6.71) 6.62(6.67, a & c) 6.66(6.65)
c 6.76(6.76) 6.70(6.71) 6.78 6.66(6.65)
E
MCA

63 0 143 0
C

11
328 275 318 269

C
12

159 151 167 154
p !0.33 !0.354 !0.344 !0.364
j
001

9.7(10}26) 23(12) 32 (42}100) 33
M

S
(Fe, Co) 2.71(2.54) 2.95(2.97) 1.75(1.70) 1.76(1.83)

M
L
(Fe, Co) 0.052 0.055 0.086 0.105

¹
z
(Fe, Co) 0.065 0.0 !0.012 0.0

M
S
(Ni) 0.69(0.73) 0.68 (0.68) 0.70 (0.58) 0.70(0.58)

M
L
(Ni) 0.038 0.041 0.043 0.045

¹
z
(Ni) !0.006 0.00 !0.003 0.0

H
FC

(Fe, Co) 305(306) 237(292) 233 200
H

FC
(Ni) 334 222 230 179

Fig. 5. The calculated total energy and E
MCA

of FeNi
3
versus the

lattice strain along the vertical axis. The minimum energy distor-
tion mode is adopted.

the E
MCA

curve is 23]10~6 for FeNi
3
, a value

which is much larger than the measured results
for an Fe

30
Ni

70
polycrystalline sample, 13]10~6

[75]. The measured data, however, strongly depend
on the temperature and composition. The cal-
culated magnetostrictive coe$cients for FeNi and
CoNi agree well with experiments [75].

The E
MCA

for permalloy (Fe
20

Ni
80

) are also given
in Fig. 5. Note that these results are obtained from
the FeNi

3
band structure using a rigid band model;

they thus re#ect only the e!ects of a change of
composition (or more exactly, the change of num-
ber of valence electrons in the unit cell). The
calculated magnetostrictive coe$cient for this
pseudo-permalloy (11.7]10~6) is much smaller
than that of the FeNi

3
crystal. Experimentally, it is

known that the magnetostrictive coe$cient of per-
malloy is close to zero. The change in number of
valence electrons certainly plays a very important
role in weakening the magnetostriction.

3.4. Rare-earth intermetallic compounds

Rare-earth intermetallic compounds have attrac-
ted great attention since the late 1960s due to their
extraordinary magnetic properties, especially their
large magnetostrictive coe$cients (10~3) at room

temperature [65,77,78]. While it was believed that
the localized rare-earth 4f states play a dominant
role in magnetization and magneto-elastic coup-
ling, recent experiments found that the e!ects of
itinerant states can be equally important [65,79].
Although a phenomenological approach was de-
veloped long ago to describe the dependence of
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Table 5
Calculated lattice constants (l

0
, in a.u.), elastic sti!ness constants

(c
11

and c
12

, in GPa), magnetostrictive coe$cients (j
001

, in
10~6), and spin (M, in l

B
) and orbital (¸

z
, in l

B
) magnetic

moments of GdFe
2

and GdCo
2
. Data in parentheses are the

corresponding experimental results

GdFe
2

GdCo
2

l
0

13.85 (13.94) 13.65 (13.69)
c
11

326 218
c
12

206 147
j
001

44 (39) !327 (!1200)

Gd Fe Gd Co

M 7.58 !1.96 7.46 !1.24
¸
z

!0.021 !0.046 !0.025 !0.110

Fig. 6. The calculated total energy and E
MCA

of GdFe
2

(solid
lines) and GdCo

2
(dashed lines) versus the length of the vertical

axis. A constant-volume mode is adopted for the distortion.

single crystal magnetostriction on magnetization
and measurement directions, the magnetostrictive
coe$cient for a given material, especially the con-
tribution of itinerant electrons, has never been
accurately calculated [65].

Very recently, we investigated the magnetostric-
tive properties of two prototype rare-earth inter-
metallic compounds, namely, GdCo

2
and GdFe

2
[80]. Both compounds adopt the C15 cubic Laves
phase structure, a close-packed arrangement of
spheres with two di!erent sizes. Through total en-
ergy minimization, the calculated equilibrium lat-
tice constants for GdCo

2
and GdFe

2
are 13.65 and

13.85 a.u., respectively. These values agree very well
with their experimental counterparts, 13.69 and
13.94 a.u. [78] } indicating the validity and accu-
racy of our local density FLAPW calculations for
these compounds. As expected, the calculated
atomic forces on all the atoms are zero in a range of
$2.5% lattice expansion/compression. Thus the
C15 cubic Laves phase is a very stable structure for
these materials.

As listed in Table 5, the spin magnetic moment
for Gd is 7.46 l

B
(7.0 l

B
from the 4f shell and

0.45 l
B

from the valence band) in GdCo
2
, while it is

enhanced to 7.58 l
B
(0.58 l

B
from the valence band)

in GdFe
2
. For both systems, the orbital magnetic

moment of Gd remains very small (0.021}0.025 l
B
).

In agreement with experiment, the magnetic mo-
ments of Co and Fe align anti-parallel to that of

Gd. The spin and orbital magnetic moments of the
Co atom in GdCo

2
are !1.24 and !0.11 l

B
,

respectively. The calculated total magnetic moment
(spin and orbital parts, including contributions
from the interstitial region) for GdCo

2
is 4.99 l

B
,

a value which agrees very well with experiment
(4.9 l

B
) [78]. For GdFe

2
, the calculated spin and

orbital magnetic moments in the Fe sphere are
!1.96 and !0.046 l

B
, respectively. The cal-

culated total magnetic moment for GdFe
2

at zero
temperature, 3.85 l

B
, is signi"cantly larger than the

experimental value, 2.80 l
B
. The reason for this

large discrepancy is unclear.
To obtain the magnetostrictive coe$cients, we

applied several di!erent strains along the z-axis
with the volume of the unit cell "xed. The cal-
culated total energies (*E) and E

MCA
are plotted in

Fig. 6 versus the length of the unit cell along the
z-axis, l. The total energy for each system can be
well "tted by a third-order polynomial but not by
a parabola } indicating the importance of nonlinear
elasticity in these materials. The calculated elastic
sti!ness constants, also listed in Table 5, show that
GdFe

2
is signi"cantly harder than GdCo

2
.

The calculated E
MCA

in Fig. 6 is also a monotonic
smooth function of l for each system. Interestingly,
the strain dependence of E

MCA
in GdCo

2
behaves

very di!erently from that in GdFe
2
, and depends

sensitively on lattice strain. The large negative
slope of the E

MCA
}l curve indicates that GdCo

2
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contracts along the direction of magnetization.
Quantitatively, the value of *l due to the change of
magnetization direction, i.e., (l(a

z
"1)!l(a

z
"0),

is !6.69]10~3 a.u./cell, or !0.049% of the equi-
librium lattice constant (l

0
"13.65 a.u.). The cal-

culated j
001

is !327]10~6. While this value is
much larger than the magnetostrictive coe$cients
for magnetic transition metals (20}70]10~6), it is
still considerably smaller than the experimental
value of !1200]10~6 [65]. The discrepancy is
possibly due to e!ects of (i) dipole}dipole inter-
actions among the giant Gd magnetic moments,
(ii) defects and impurities in the experimental
specimens and (iii) the di!erence in temperature.

By contrast, the strain dependence of E
MCA

in
GdFe

2
is much weaker and, signi"cantly, the slope

of the E
MCA
}l curve becomes positive. The cal-

culated magnetostrictive coe$cient for GdFe
2

is
thus positive, #44]10~6, and very close to
experiment, j

s
"#39 [77]. Using a rigid band

picture, we found that the di!erence in the mag-
netostrictive behaviors of GdFe

2
and GdCo

2
is

mainly due to the change in band "lling.
A GdFe

x
Co

2~x
compound (x"0.9}1.2) is pre-

dicted to be a strong magnetostrictive material with
a positive sign for j

001
(#450]10~6).

4. Magneto-optical e4ects

4.1. MOKE

The MOKE is now a widely used in situ tool for
studies of magnetic properties of thin "lms and
surfaces [81]. It is known that the MOKE is in-
duced by the SOC interaction among the d-states.
In the polar geometry, the Kerr rotation angle, h

K
,

and ellipticity, e
K
, can be expressed as

h
K
#ie

K
"

!p
xy

p
xx

J1#(4pi/u)p
xx

, (15)

where the diagonal (p
xx

) and o!-diagonal (p
xy

) ele-
ments of the optical conductivity tensor can be
evaluated by means of the Kubo}Greewood linear
response theory [82] as

pab"
!ie2

m2+X
+
k

+
mn

f
m
!f

n
u

mn

Pa
nm

(k)Pb
mn

(k)

u!u
mn
#id

. (16)

Here f
m

is the Fermi function, u
mn

is the energy
di!erence (+u

mn
"o

m
!o

n
) and Pa

nm
(k) is the mo-

mentum matrix element.
Following the pioneering work of Wang and

Callaway [83], MOKE spectra can now be cal-
culated with quite satisfactory results with several
"rst-principles approaches [84]. Prototype studies
for bulk Fe, Co and Ni have been recently reported
by many groups with basically similar results
[85}90]. Theoretical calculations have been per-
formed for many di!erent kind of materials such as
compounds, Heusler alloys, surfaces and multi-
layers [91}94]. To describe the strong correlation
e!ects, the LDA#U scheme is usually employed
when rare-earth and actinide elements are involved
[95,96]. In general, Kerr rotation spectra vary with
composition in a rather complex and unforeseeable
way, even for simple systems like Co}Ni alloys.
Therefore, the "rst-principles calculations are es-
sential to explain the measured MOKE spectra.

As an example of the current state of MOKE
investigations, we have studied MOKE spectra of
several systems such as magnetic bulk transition
metals [96], PtFe alloys, Co/Pt thin "lms and over-
layers [97] and FeAu multilayers [98]. In Fig. 7, we
present the FLAPW-calculated MOKE spectra for
the Fe

3
Au

3
multilayer. For the case with a sharp

interface, both the amplitude and shape of the cal-
culated MOKE spectra di!er markedly from the
experimental data [99,100]. We attributed the dis-
crepancy to possible interfacial interdi!usion. In-
deed, agreement is improved signi"cantly when two
FeAu intermixed layers (we assumed a c(2]2)
structure in the lateral unit cell) are introduced in
the interfacial region.

For Cu(0 0 1) and Co(1 1 1) thin "lms [97], the
surface e!ects induce a red-shift for the high-energy
peak and reduce the Kerr rotation angle in the
low-energy region due to the narrowed bandwidth
and enhanced magnetization. In CoPt

n
alloys

(n"1 and 3), the increase of Pt composition with
respect to the CoPt layered alloy reduces the ampli-
tude of the MOKE spectra for the CoPt

3
multi-

layer, whereas it results in a di!erent structure of
the MOKE spectra for the CoPt

3
alloy. This struc-

tural dependence is found to be hardly explained by
the change of Pt SOC strength and its e!ect on the
MOKE, even though the large MOKE spectra of
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Fig. 7. The calculated spectra of (a) Kerr rotation and (b) eliptic-
ity of the Fe

3
Au

3
multilayers. Bold (thin) line is for the case with

sharp (intermixed) interfaces. Dashed line is the experimental
result.

the CoPt compounds has been mainly attributed to
the large Pt SOC strength.

Stimulated by interesting experimental observa-
tions by Weller et al. [101,102], several groups have
paid close attention to the anisotropy of MOKE in
HCP bulk Co, CoPt and FePt alloys and com-
pounds [103}105]. From our recent FLAPW-LDA
calculations [97], we found that the anisotropy of
the MOKE spectra for bulk Co is negligible for
either (0 0 1) or (1 1 1) magnetization direction. For
FePt, we found the correct trend of the MOKE
spectra for both (1 1 0) and (0 0 1) magnetiza-
tions, but large amplitudes (1.1 degree in maxi-
mum) [106].

4.2. Magnetic circular dichroism

The possibility to determine both the orbital and
spin moments (denoted as SS

z
T and S¸

z
T, respec-

tively) directly from X-ray MCD [107,108] spectra
by applying recently proposed simple but powerful
sum rules has attracted considerable excitement
and attention [109,110]. As stated in the MCD sum
rules, integrations of the MCD and total absorp-
tion spectra relate directly to S¸

z
T, SS

z
T and S¹

z
T

for the unoccupied states

I
m
":

L3`L2
p
m

dE

I
t
":

L3`L2
p
t
dE

"

S¸
z
T/2

N
h
":o(E) dE

(17)

and

I
s
": [p

s
":(p

m,L3
!2p

m,L2
)] dE

I
t
":

L3`L2
p
t
dE

"

SS
e
T"(SS

z
T#7S¹

z
T)/3

N
)

, (18)

where p
m
"p

`
!p

~
and p

t
"p

`
#p

~
#p

z
.

T is the spin magnetic dipole operator, i.e.,
T"1

2
[S!3r( (r( )S)], (¹

z
"S

z
(1!3 cos2h)/2 for S

aligned along the z direction). The number of val-
ence holes, N

h
, can be obtained from an integration

over the unoccupied density of states (o(E)).
We carried out "rst-principles calculations to

check the validity and applicability of the sum rules
for transition metal systems [111}113]. As listed in
Table 6, the deviation of the spin and orbital sum
rules is denoted by R

1
"I

m
/I

t
/S¸

z
T/ N

)
!1, and

R
2
"I

s
/I

t
/SS

e
T/ N

)
!1. Obviously, the orbital

sum rule is seen to work very well (within 10%) for
Fe and Co systems, and the error becomes larger
for Ni since the number of s, p holes is almost equal
to that of d holes (we used an energy cuto! of 6 eV
above E

F
). By contrast, the errors of the spin sum

rule are much larger: it actually fails severely for the
Ni surface since R

2
is as large as 52%. A better way

is to combine the S¸
z
T and SS

z
T sum rules, as was

done recently in some experiments on bulk
transition metals [114]. From our "rst-principles
calculations, we found that the error in the ratio
R

3
"I

m
/I

s
/S¸

z
T/SS

e
T!1, is 10% or so for all sys-

tems studied.
In addition, the S¹

z
T term in the spin sum rule is

negligible only for atoms in cubic symmetry. For
atoms in noncubic environments such as surfaces
and interfaces, as seen from Table 3, its importance
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Table 6
Calculated values of S¸

z
T, SS

z
T, S¹

z
T, SS

e
T and N

)
and sum rule errors R

1
"I

m
/I

t
/S¸

z
T/2N

)
!1, R

2
"I

s
/I

t
/SS

e
T/N

)
!1 and

R
3
"I

m
/I

s
/S¸

z
T/2S

%
!1 for Ni(0 0 1), Co(0 0 0 1) and Fe(0 0 1) surface (S) and bulk-like center (C) layers

Atom S¸
z
T SS

z
T 7S¹

z
T SS

e
T N

h
R

1
R

2
R

3

Ni(S) !0.069 !0.67 !0.082 !0.250 1.81 0.27 0.52 !0.10
Ni(C) !0.051 !0.62 !0.027 !0.215 1.66 0.20 0.36 !0.11

Co(S) !0.090 !1.61 0.240 !0.457 2.60 0.11 0.24 !0.09
Co(C) !0.078 !1.52 0.014 !0.502 2.55 0.09 0.22 !0.10

Fe(S) !0.111 !2.71 0.230 !0.828 3.70 0.10 0.16 !0.04
Fe(C) !0.063 !2.10 0.028 !0.691 3.34 0.04 0.15 !0.09

is obvious, since its magnitude becomes 8.5%,
12% and 15% of SS

z
T for Fe(0 0 1), Ni(0 0 1) and

Co(0 0 0 1), respectively. The hybridization be-
tween di!erent l shells is the main mechanism caus-
ing the failure of the MCD spin sum rule for
transition metals [111}113]. Recently, these sum
rules have been extensively applied for the deter-
mination of spin and orbital magnetic moments,
magnetic ordering and element-speci"c hysteresis
and MCA energies (a more comprehensive review
is given by J. StoK hr in this issue).

Based on a second-order perturbation theory,
Bruno [18] showed that E

MCA
in magnetic thin

"lms can be related to the anisotropy of the orbital
magnetic moment (S¸

z
T!S¸

x
T). This model was

corroborated by Weller et al. [115] and DuK rr et al.
[116], who measured the value of S¸

z
T!S¸

x
T for

Au/Co/Au, Ni and Co/Ni thin "lms with the MCD
sum rules. However, the relation is not universally
valid. As pointed out very recently by van der Laan
[117], the proportionality between E

MCA
and

S¸
z
T!S¸

x
T relies on an assumption that all d-

holes are in the minority spin band. This condition
is usually satis"ed for Co and Ni systems but not
for Fe systems. As listed in Table 1, for example,
E
MCA

shows no correlation (it even di!ers in sign)
with *M

L
for the Fe monolayer.

5. Conclusions

In summary, state-of-the-art ab initio density
functional electronic structure calculations that in-
clude SOC have achieved great success in the excit-

ing "eld of thin "lm magnetism, in both explaining
existing phenomena and, more importantly, in pre-
dicting the properties of new systems. Illustrative
results demonstrate that the magnetic anisotropy
and magnetostriction can be predicted correctly
using the state-tracking and torque procedures;
MOKE and X-ray MCD can be explained in the
frame work of interband transitions. In the future,
electronic structure theory is expected to continu-
ously play a predictive role by considering more
practical systems, by eliminating the limitation of
the local spin density approximation and by devel-
oping more e$cient and precise methods.
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